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Mental Health
WHAT IS INCLUDED? 

You are not alone
Your Mental Health Matters! 



MATTERS.
 

You are not alone

We wanted to make an easy to follow guide that
helps you on your journey of mental health. 

As May is Mental Health Awareness Month,  and
the month we began our journey of combining
fashion and mental health, it only felt appropriate.
This guide challenges you to one mental health
activity daily that we do in our lives we thought
you can benefit from. 

We hope you LOVE it and it helps you find some peace
and happiness these next thirty days. We can't wait to
go on this journey with you. Be sure to follow us on
instagram for May B's tips/tricks and watch her go
through these next thirty days with you! 

Your Mental Health
WHY WE MADE THIS

You are #NeverNotEnough

Follow Us:

@mayb.chic

www.maybchic.com

may@maybchic.com
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Start your day with gratitude

Press unfollow

Journal for 15 minutes

Deep breathing exercises

Walk in nature

Unplug

Declutter your space

Treat yourself

Self love exercise

Guided meditation

Get dressed up

Go to lunch with a friend

At home spa day

Dance it out

Make a fancy drink or cocktail

Listen to your favorite music

Clean out your closet

Read a book

Plan something to look forward to

Daily affirmations

Create a vision board

30 Minutes of yoga

Make your bed

Take a bubble bath

Brain dump

Cook your favorite meal

Write a letter to your future self

Call someone you love

Get creative

Write down your goals
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30 DAYS OF
DAY 1

START YOUR DAY
WITH GRATITUDE

Write down 5 to 10 things that
you are grateful for right

when you wake up or over
your morning coffee to start
your day in a grateful place. 

It is scientifically proven that
being in a place of gratitude alters

your brain. Practicing gratitude
increases positivity, happiness,
reduces depression, increases
self-esteem,  increases energy

levels and over all health.

The Why:

The How:
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30 DAYS OF
DAY 2

PRESS UNFOLLOW

Unfollow anyone on social media (instagram,
facebook, twitter, tiktok, etc) that makes you

think/feel any type of negative thoughts
whether about yourself or the world. 

 
Ask yourself: Why am I following them? Do I like
any of their photos? Do I ever comment on their

pictures? Do their photos spark joy for me?

If someone's posts ignite any type of
negative energy/insecurities or jealousy

it is not healthy for you to be viewing
every day. Guard your mental health

when it comes to what you consume. As
my mama always said: "You are what

you eat." In this case you are what you
consume/read/interact with. 

The Why:

The How:
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30 DAYS OF
DAY 3

JOURNAL FOR 15
MINUTES

Grab a notebook or pull out your laptop,
whatever is your preferred method of writing.
Set a timer for 15 minutes and get to writing. 

Write about what you're going through,
what you're feeling or whatever comes to

mind. Just put it on paper and get it off
your chest. 

Writing down your feelings/journaling
can help clear your mind. It is proven to

reduce stress/anxiety, help you get
priorities straight, improve immune

function, boost mood, give you a
semblance of calm, promote creativity,

and helps you sleep better! 

The Why:

The How:
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30 DAYS OF
DAY 4

DO A DEEP BREATHING
EXERCISE

There are many different ways you
can find a guided breathing exercise. I
recommend downloading the calm app
or google/youtube search for one you
resonate with. I also recommend to do
this for 5 to 10 minutes but whatever

you are comfortable with do that! 

Breathing exercises help with the following: 
Natural painkiller.

Improves blood flow
Improves immunity.
Calms down anxiety.

Helps you sleep better.
Increases energy level.

Improves posture.
Reduces inflammation.

The Why:

The How:
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M A Y  B .  C H I C

TAKE A WALK IN
NATURE

Research walking paths or hikes in
your area that you would want to go
to. Go walk! I suggest to leave your

phone scrolling out of this endeavor
so you can truly immerse yourself in

the surroundings. 

Walking in nature can get you out of your
head and reconnected with mother earth.

For mental health it can help reduce
anxiety, stress and depression. Other

benefits of taking a walk include but are not
limited to: lowering blood pressure, improve

concentration, and increase positivity.

The Why:

The How:
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M A Y  B .  C H I C

UNPLUG

Challenge yourself today to put your
phone down,  unplug completely

from social media and technology.
Instead of watching a tv show to

unwind try reading a book, going for
a walk, having a conversation with

your s/o or friend. 

Unplugging from social media/digital
consumption can do wonders for your
health. Instead of mindlessly scrolling
and using your time intentionally can

help you feel more grounded. It can also
help you destress, feel less lonely, and

allow you to be present. 

The Why:

The How:
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DECLUTTER YOUR SPACE

Feel like getting your Marie Kondo
on? Today's the day! Pick one room or
area/space you feel is overwhelming.
Take it step by step, little by little and
declutter/clean to your hearts desire.  

Decluttering your space helps with
many things. Decluttering can help with

creativity, productivity, improve your
sleep, reduce stress, increase in

concentration and find inspiration.

The Why:

The How:
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30 DAYS OF
DAY 8

TREAT YOURSELF

What makes you feel like your best self?
What makes you feel like you're a queen?

Whatever that is... Do that! Whether getting
your nails done, going to get a massage,

buy yourself flowers, go shopping, or even
just going to lunch with yourself makes you

feel pampered, it's always a good thing to
treat yourself from time to time! 

If you don't treat yourself, who will?! You
deserve to feel like the queen you are.

Treating yourself can lead to other great self
care habits. It is also scientifically proven to

boost happiness, health and well-being. 
It's also contagious: Researchers have found
when someone performs a good deed, those
around them are more likely to follow suit.

The Why:

The How:
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SELF LOVE EXERCISE

Get out a journal and get ready to
love on yourself! 

Write down 3-5 things that you love
about yourself. Then rewrite them 3
more times to really feel the love. 

Self love, although it is one of the hardest
things to practice, is the most important thing

to practice when it comes to self care. By
writing down things you love about yourself
you are recognizing the amazing person you
are and giving yourself the recognition you
deserve. Practicing self love helps you have

compassion for yourself, forgive yourself, and
help you love others. As they say, you can't love

someone else until you love yourself first.  

The Why:

The How:
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DO A GUIDED MEDITATION

Just like your deep breathing exercise,
use the calm app or google/youtube a

guided meditation. Pick one that
resonates with you. Remember that

meditation takes practice, so don't get
discouraged if your attention wanders,

just remember to do your best. 

Self love, although it is one of the hardest
things to practice, is the most important thing

to practice when it comes to self care. By
writing down things you love about yourself
you are recognizing the amazing person you
are and giving yourself the recognition you
deserve. Practicing self love helps you have

compassion for yourself, forgive yourself, and
help you love others. As they say, you can't love

someone else until you love yourself first.  

The Why:

The How:
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GET DRESSED UP

Pick your favorite outfit that makes
you feel beautiful and put it on! Even if

you aren't going anywhere, it's
important to give your confidence a

boost with a great outfit. 

When you look good you feel good. It's that
simple! Getting dressed up for no reason can

boost confidence, start your day out right,
help change your mindset for the day, and

can help motivate you for your day. 

The Why:

The How:
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GO TO LUNCH WITH
A FRIEND

Call up your besty or someone you
haven't seen in a while and ask

them to go to lunch. If your city has
restrictions pick up some takeout

and go to a park or somewhere
outside to eat; most importantly

just have lunch with a friend! 

If Covid has taught us anything, it's that
the friendships we have are incredibly
important. Nurturing a friendship by

going out to lunch or just doing
something together can significantly
boost your mood and mental health. 

The Why:

The How:
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AT HOME SPA DAY

Draw a bath, put on a face mask,
use some fancy lotion, light a
candle and pamper yourself. 

At home spa days are a great way
to reset mentally and physically.
Doing this can help with stress,

increase happiness, promote better
sleep, help with anti aging and

relieve aches and pains.

The Why:

The How:
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DANCE IT OUT

Put on your FAVORITE song and turn
it up! You can "dance it out" in the
middle of the day, in the morning,

while you're making dinner, or
whenever you feel the need to unwind. 

Dancing releases endorphins, and in the
words of our favorite,Elle Woods
"Endorphins make you happy!" 

Dancing it out can help you release
stress, get out of your head, improve

your mood, and keep you present. 

The Why:

The How:
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MAKE A FANCY
DRINK OR COCKTAIL

Have a drink you absolutely love to
get when you go out? Try and

recreate it at home and have fun
with it. Take a pic and share it on

your instagram story. 

Recreating something you love is a fun
and easy thing to do that can help you feel

a sense of pride and accomplishment.
Recreating your favorite beverage is an

easy way to do this. 

The Why:

The How:
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CLEAN OUT YOUR
CLOSET

It's easy to collect and keep clothes
and throw them aside when you no
longer wear/need them. Clean out

your closet and donate/sell the
clothes you no longer use or wear.

Cleaning out your closet can be both
mentally and physically beneficial. Doing
this can help improve your relationship

with clothes, make room for new
goodies, help you feel less stressed, and

decluttering clears your mind. 

The Why:

The How:
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READ A BOOK

Have that book sitting on your
nightstand that you keep telling yourself

you'll read? Well it's time to dust that
sucker off and do it! Even if you can't

finish a book in a day (that's not
necessary for today's mental health

challenge), even reading a chapter or for
30 minutes can help you in many ways! 

Reading has multiple benefits. It keeps
your mind active, increases your
ability to empathize, builds your
vocabulary, reduces stress, and

prevents cognitive decline. It also gets
you out of your head which is helpful

when it comes to overthinking. 

The Why:

The How:
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PLAN SOMETHING TO
LOOK FORWARD TO

Having something to look forward to is
essential when it comes to mental health.
So plan something you've been wanting
to do for a while. Whether it's an event,

going out with friends, going on a
vacation or a simple spa day.  

Having something to look forward to
can boost your outlook on life. It can

help you feel optimistic about the
future, boost motivation and can help
you stay on track toward your goals.

The Why:

The How:
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 DAILY AFFIRMATIONS

Repeat these 5 times today - out loud -  whether at
the beginning of your day or throughout your day:

I am healthy.
I am beautiful.
I am worthy. 
I am enough.
I am loved.
I am smart.
I am kind.

I am brave.
Today is going to be a great day. 

Positive/daily affirmations are proven
to increase confidence, self love, mental

health, motivation and concentration.
When you say positive affirmations you
can Influence your subconscious mind

to access new beliefs.
 

The Why:

The How:
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CREATE A VISION BOARD

Need help reaching your goals and staying
motivated? It's time to create a vision board.
Print pictures or create a board on pinterest,
whatever floats your boat! Put encouraging
words, your dreams, your wants, needs and

desires. Put on there what you want your life
to be and enVISION it! 

You've got this. 

Creating something you can look at
every day helps put it at the forefront

of your mind. It helps you manifest
the life you want to have. Creating a

vision board is not only good for
dreaming, but also achieving! 

The Why:

The How:
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DO 30 MINUTES OF YOGA

Find a video on youtube or your
favorite go to fitness app and try and

do 30 minutes or more! Whatever
your body needs. Honor it.

Moving your body is a key component of
boosting your mental health. Mind, body

and soul all contribute to mental health and
it is important that you don't ignore any of
these three components. Doing yoga for 30
minutes is one way of honoring your soul,

mental health, and physical health.

The Why:

The How:
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MAKE YOUR BED

When you wake up before you start
your day make your bed so you don't
crawl back in when the urge strikes.

What's better than crawling into a
beautiful/fluffy made bed at night? 

Making your bed has many benefits! It starts
your day out right and it may improve your

sleep quality. A poll conducted by the
National Sleep Foundation found that people
who make their bed in the morning are 19%

more likely to have a good night's sleep,
every night. Making your bed each morning

could also make you more productive.

The Why:

The How:
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TAKE A BUBBLE BATH

Go grab some bubble bath, bath salts,
or anything your heart desires to

pamper yourself. Even pour a glass
of champagne to go the extra mile.  

The Why:

The How:

Taking a bath is a good way to take care
of your mental health and physical

health. Taking a bath creates an
environment of meditation, thoughts and

escape from every day stressors. Plus,
who doesn't love bubbles and pampering?
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BRAIN DUMP

Haven't heard of a brain dump? Well
now you have! Simply put, get out a

piece of paper and write down
anything and everything that comes
to mind that you are stressed about
or need to work out. Leave it all on

the page and let it out. 

Doing a "brain dump" is a therapeutic way
of getting your thoughts in order and

reducing the anxiety/stress from
scrambling around in your brain. It can

help clear your mind and get you sorted.

The Why:

The How:
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COOK YOUR FAVORITE MEAL

What's the one meal that always
makes you smile and you love to

cook? Whatever that is cook it
tonight/today! Cook enough for

leftovers or share with a loved one. 

Cooking can be a therapeutic
tool. When you cook something
you love to eat there is a feeling

of satisfaction and pride. 

The Why:

The How:
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WRITE A LETTER TO YOUR
FUTURE SELF

Get a piece of paper, an envelope
and a pen. Write to your future self

about your hopes, dreams, goals,
whatever you want. Tuck it away

and label it for the date you want to
open it. Set a reminder in your
phone for that date to open it. 

Writing a letter to yourself has
many benefits! It can increase your
level of gratitude, grow awareness
of yourself and can help manifest

your destiny by creating your
future. You can also use it to
measure, and achieve goals.

 

The Why:

The How:
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CALL SOMEONE YOU LOVE

Pick up that phone and call someone
you love. It's a good idea to call

someone you haven't talked to in a
while to catch up or just call

someone that makes you feel good
every time you talk to them. 

Connecting with a loved one over
the phone having deep and

meaningful conversations is good
for the soul. It can strengthen your
connection and put a smile on your

face to hear a loved ones voice.

The Why:

The How:
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GET CREATIVE

It's time to tap into your
creative side. Try and find

something creative to do today,
painting, writing, drawing,
whatever floats your boat. 

Tapping into your creative side
allows you to get lost in something

positive. The act of creating requires
focus and concentration. Getting

creative increases happiness,
reduces dementia, and releases

dopamine, a natural anti depressant. 

The Why:

The How:
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LISTEN TO YOUR
FAVORITE MUSIC

Get out that old favorite
play list and blast it! Find
something feel good that
puts you in a happy mood

to listen to. 

Listening to music, especially music you
love, has multiple health benefits. It's

heart healthy. Research has shown that
blood flows more easily when music is

played. It elevates mood. Music can boost
the brain's production of the hormone

dopamine, reduces stress, relieves
symptoms of depression, stimulates

memories, & helps manage pain. 
 

The Why:

The How:
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WRITE DOWN YOUR
GOALS

They can be big or small, just
make sure you are clear on
what you want so you can

set your intentions properly!

Writing down your goals gives
you something to strive for, get

out of your head and make things
happen. For mental health setting
goals gives you a dopamine boost,

helps you focus and increases
motivation

The Why:


